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Duality relations for various classes of complex programming problems 
have recently appeared in the literature [I, 3-121. Here we establish duality 
theorems in complex space for a large class of functions that includes all of 
the above formulations as special cases. 
NOTATION AND TERMINOLOGY 
Consider a real or complex function F(x, y) of two real variables. Intro- 
ducing the complex variable z = x + iy and its conjugate E = x - iy, we 
have x = J(z + z), y  = -(i/2) (z - 5). We can thus write F(x, y) as a 
functionf of x and x considered as independent variables (see e.g., [2, p. 411). 
Assuming aFlax and aF/ay exist, we now have 
. aF fz=+(+q-), fz=+(g+is). (1) 
Assume now that x and y, and hence z and z are n-dimensional vectors. 
Corresponding to (l), we have, with V denoting the appropriate gradient 
vector, i.e., V,f= V,f, V2fr V,f, VIF = Vz, V,F = VP, 
V,f= +(V,F-iV,F), V,f= *(VP+ iv@). 
DEFINITION. f (z, 2) will be said to be convex throughout a region C if, 
for all xi , za E C 
- (c! - 4* V,f(% 3 %)I 2 0. 
(2) 
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(Prime denotes transpose, asterisk when applied to vectors or matrices denotes 
conjugate transpose.) 
Let T C Cn be a polyhedral convex cone, the polar of T C C” is defined by 
T”=(z~C”:w~T=>Rez*w~~0). 
The complex programs to be considered are the following 
Problem P (Primal) 
Minimize 
F(z, 2) = Ref(z, 5) + max{Re K*z: k E K} 
Subject to 
AZ-bbS 
ZET 
(3) 
(4) 
Problem (D) (Dual) 
Maximize 
g(u, in, v) = Re[f(q ii) - u’VJ(U, ~7) - ~*V,f(zl, G) + b*v] 
Subject to 
-A*v + V&U, @) + V&u, u) + K E T”, for some k E K (5) 
VEP (6) 
where A E CmXn, b E Cm, z and u are n-dimensional complex vectors and a is 
an m-dimensional complex vector; f is a convex function holomorphic in its 
2n complex variables, K is a bounded closed convex set in Cn, S C Cm and 
T C Cn are polyhedral cones. 
PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
We shall make use of a variation of the following result of Smiley [12]. 
THEOREM 1. Let z,, be an optimal solution of the problem 
Maximize 
4(z) 3 Re c*z + min{Re K*x: K E K) 
Subject to 
Az = b, XE T. (7) 
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Then the problem 
Minimize 
Subject to 
t)(y) = Re b*y 
i2*y - c - k E T*, for some k E K 
has an optimal solution y0 and 
VXYO) = %%). 
THEOREM 2. Let z,, be an optimal solution of the problem 
Minimize 
4(z) = Re c*z + max(Re k*z: k E K} 
Subject to 
Az- bES, z E T. 
Then the problem 
Maximize 
4(y) E Re b*y 
Subject to 
-A*y+c+kET*, for some k E K 
YES* 
(8) 
has an optimal solution y,, and 
RYO) = C(%)* (9) 
Theorem 2 is easily proved by converting the minimum problem to a 
maximum problem and introducing a slack variable in (8) to put it in the 
form of (7), then applying Theorem 1. 
DUALITY 
THEOREM 3. The infimum of Problem P is greater than, or equal to, the 
supremum of Problem D. 
Proof. From (3) and (6) 
or 
Re(v*Az - v*b) = Re(z*A*o - b*v) > 0 
Re z*A*v > Re b*v 
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From (4) and (5) 
Re[--z*A*v + .z*V,f(zl, U) + s*V,f(u, U) + s*k] 3 0 
Re z*A*v < Re[z’V,f(u, U) + z*V,f(u, U) + R*z]. 
Thus from (10) and (1 l), we have 
Re b*v < Re[z’V,f(zc, II) + z*V,f(u, U) + k*z]. 
Now, from (2) and (12), 
= Re[f(z, Z) - f(~, U) + u’V,f(u, U) + ~*V,f(u, zZ) - b*v] 
+ max{Re k*z: k E K} 
> Re[(z - u)’ V,f(u, U) + (z - u)* V,~(U, U) + u’VJ(U, ~7) 
+ U*v,f(u, ix) + lz*z - b”v] 
> Re[z’V,f(u, U) + z*V,f(u, ZZ) + k*z - b*v] 3 0. 
(11) 
(12) 
(13) 
THEOREM 4. (x,, , z,) is an optimal solution for Problem P if and only if zO 
is an optimal solution of the following problem: 
Problem Pl 
Minimize 
H(z) = Re[(V,f(q-, , ?&))I .z + (V,f(z, , ZJ)* z] + max(Re R*z: k E K} 
Subject to 
Az-bbE 
z E T. 
Proof. Suppose that for some feasible zr , H(q) < H(z,), i.e., 
WVl.h , ZN’ (3 - 4 + P2f(~o , ZJ)* (x1 - dl 
+ max{Re k*z,: R E K} - max{Re k*x,: k E K) 
= R4(zl - x0>’ VJ(zo ,ZJ + (zl - d* V,fh , GJI 
+ max{Re k*z,: k E K} - max(Re R*z,: k E K} < 0. 
(14) 
Since (zr , <) and (q, , Z$ are feasible solutions to the primal Problem P, it 
follows that for 
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c%? 2 Z) is also feasible for Problem P 
F(x2 , %) - J7zo , %J = Re[f(z2 , %> - f(x~ , %)I 
+ max{Re k*z,: k E K} - max{Re k*.z,: k E K}. 
Expanding in a Taylor series, with R,v+, denoting the appropriate remain- 
der, we have 
+Re 2 1 
@+kz+--+kznf(ZO , go) 
kl+k,+...+kz,=2 k,!k,! ... k,,! C%dl)k~ .+. &z(“)kn Wl’“n+x ..a SF%n 
+Re 2 
Ak,+kz+“‘k,,-1 @l+-+“zy(z, , so) 
kl+kZ+...+k2n=2 k,!k,!  ... k,,! &Ok, ... &$“)km a,$l)kn+, -a- i3jWkm 
x @I” - qp ..- 
x (zy - x() (n))kn (+’ _ z$))k,+l ... ($’ - .~$))~z~l + Re RN+1 . 
Also 
max{Re k*z,: k E K} - max{Re k*z,: k E K} 
= max{Re k*[Az, + (1 - h) z,]: k E K} - max{Re k*z,: k E K} 
< X max{Re k*z,: k E K} + (1 - X) max{Re k*z,: k E K} 
- max{Re k*x,: k E K} 
= X[max{Re k*z,: k E K} - max{Re k*z,: k E K}]. 
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Since 
lim R 
N+ia N+I - 
- 0, 
by choosing h > 0 sufficiently small, F(za , <) - F(z,, , 2,) will have the 
sign of 
W(z, - x0!’ Vlf(zo , Zo) + (21 - x0)* V2fh y %o)l 
+ max{Re k*z,: k E K} - max{Re k*z,: k E K), 
which by (14) is negative. This contradicts the hypothesis that (za , ZJ is an 
optimal solution of Problem P. Hence z,, is optimal for Problem Pi. 
Conversely, let as be an optimal solution for Probem Pl. Then, for 
feasible a, 
ffk) - f&J = W(Vlf(+ , %I) (x - 4 + (V2fh , ZW (z - ~41 
+ max{Re R*z: k E K) - max{Re k*x,: k E K} 
(15) 
= W(z - 4’ V,fh ,KJ + (2 - G)* V,f(z, , %)I 
+ max{Re k*z: k E K} - max{Re k*x,: k E K} > 0. 
Now, utilizing (2) and (15), 
F(z, 3 - QG , zO> = ReEf@, 3 - f& ,41 
+ max{Re k*z: k E K} - max{Re k*.a,: k E K} 
3 Reb - d’ v,f(.~ , ;;;I> + (x - 4* V2f(zo , %>I 
+ max{Re k*.a: k E K} - max{Re k*z,,: K E K} > 0. 
Thus, (a, , drab) is optimal for P. 
THEOREM 5. If (z,, , <) is an optimal solution for the primal Problem P, 
then there exists a vector (u,, , g , vJ, with u, = z, , that is optimalfor the dual 
Problem D, and the extreme values of the two objective functions are equal. 
Proof. By Theorem 4, z,, is an optimal solution of Problem PI. Now by 
Theorem 2, the Dual of Problem PI is the folIowing. 
Problem Dl 
Maximize 
Subject to 
G(v) = Re b*v 
--A*v + V, f(zo , %) + V, f(z, , G> + h 6 T”, for some k E K (16) 
VES*. (17) 
409 l46/2 - 15 
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By Theorem 2, there exists o,, optimal for Problem DI and such that 
H(z,) = G(v,), i.e., 
Re[(VJ(q,, Zu))’ q, + (V,f(q, , zO))* q,] + max{Re k*x,: k E K) 
= Re[z,‘V,f(z, , x0) + xo*Vz.f(x, , ZJ] + max{Re k*z,: k E K} 
= Re b*a, . (18) 
From (16) and (17), (x0, G, o,,) is feasible for Problem D. Now (18) yields 
g(zo , G, 4 = Wf(~op 9 - ~‘V~f(z,, 3 - ~*V,f(q,, Zo) + b*q,l 
== Ref(z, , ZJ + max{Re k*z,: k E K} =F(z, , SJ 
verifying the equality of the objective functions. By Theorem 3, it follows 
that (z,, , K , us) is optimal for Problem D. 
SPECIAL CASES 
If f(s, %) = c*x and S is the cone consisting only of the zero vector, 
Problems P and D become the complex dual programs of Smiley [ 121. 
If  
KF CQiui with Ui = (u E Cn: u+Qiu < l} (19) 
i=l 
where Qi E Cnxn, i = l,..., Y are positive semidefinite Hermitian, then it can 
be shown (see [12]) that Problem P and D reduce to the following. 
Primal 
Minimize 
Ref(~, z) + i (z*Q~z)‘!” 
i=l 
Subject to 
Dual 
Maximize 
Re[f(u, U) - ~‘V,f(u, U) - u*V,f(u, U) + b*u] 
Subject to 
-A”@ -+ t s”wi + VJ(u, u) + V,f(u, U) E T* 
i=l 
wi*Qziwi < 1; i = I,..., r 
ves* 
which were recently considered by Mond [9]. 
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I f  K is defined by (19) and 
f(X, 2) E $z*Bx + p*z (20) 
where B is Hermitian positive semidefinite, then Problems P and D reduce to 
problems recently considered by Rani [IO]. I f  also 
S-{(zEC”:jargx/ <aI (2’) 
T = {w E Cn: 1 arg w 1 < /3} (22) 
for given 01 E R+?‘l, /3 E R+n, mi < ~12, i = l,..., m; ,& < ~12, i = I,..., n, then 
the programming problems of Rani and Kaul [I I] are obtained. 
If  K is defined by (19) with Y = 1, and f(z, .%) = ~*.a, Problems P and D 
reduce to those considered by Mond [8]. I f  also S and T are defined by (21) 
and (22), the problems of Bhatia and Kaul [4] are obtained. 
If  K is the set consisting only of the zero vector and S and T are defined by 
(21) and (22), the results here yields those of Hanson and Mond [5]. 
I f  K consists only of the zero vector andf(z, Z) is given by (20), the complex 
quadratic programming problems of Abrams and Ben-Israel [l] are obtained. 
If  also S and T are given by (21) and (22) Problems P and D reduce to those 
of Hanson and Mond [6]. 
I f  K consists only of the zero vector andf(x, Z) E p*z, the complex linear 
programming problems of Ben-Israel [3] are obtained. If  also S and T are 
given by (21) and (22), we obtain the problems of Levinson [7]. 
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